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The mystery begins when a botched blackmail scheme draws Mike, an ex-homicide cop, back from Hawaii
to Los Angeles to the aid of his estranged brother, a man of privilege with the soul of a predator. A
seemingly arbitrary act of violence in Macau has initiated a chain of events that ripples across the Pacific,
developing into a thunderstorm of murder, extortion, and betrayal half a world away. Together with Travis'
friend, Snyder-a man with a checkered past of his own-Travis uncovers vile truths involving sexual slavery
and insatiable personal greed that have already cut a path of vicious cruelty from the shipyards of Hong
Kong to the shores of the Hawaiian islands. As Travis unravels the disparate thread of duplicity and moral
compromise, it threatens to devastate the lives of one powerful family, while Travis himself becomes a
suspect in a murder that threatens to destroy his life as well. This stylish thriller, epic in scope and
atmosphere, driven by compelling characters, will rise to a climactic confrontation on the shores of a place
that some call paradise.
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From reader reviews:

Christine Andrews:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing
for us to know everything in the world. Each reserve has different aim or goal; it means that guide has
different type. Some people experience enjoy to spend their time to read a book. They are really reading
whatever they take because their hobby is definitely reading a book. Consider the person who don't like
reading a book? Sometime, particular person feel need book when they found difficult problem or even
exercise. Well, probably you will need this Hard Latitudes.

Julie Harris:

This Hard Latitudes usually are reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The
main reason of this Hard Latitudes can be one of the great books you must have is actually giving you more
than just simple studying food but feed an individual with information that possibly will shock your before
knowledge. This book will be handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions at e-book
and printed people. Beside that this Hard Latitudes forcing you to have an enormous of experience such as
rich vocabulary, giving you trial of critical thinking that we understand it useful in your day exercise. So ,
let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

Filiberto Dacosta:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your selected book? Or your book was rare? Why so
many problem for the book? But just about any people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading. Some
people likes looking at, not only science book and also novel and Hard Latitudes or perhaps others sources
were given knowledge for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel want to read more
and more. Science book was created for teacher as well as students especially. Those ebooks are helping
them to increase their knowledge. In different case, beside science reserve, any other book likes Hard
Latitudes to make your spare time considerably more colorful. Many types of book like this one.

Lorenzo Maskell:

Reading a e-book make you to get more knowledge as a result. You can take knowledge and information
originating from a book. Book is published or printed or outlined from each source which filled update of
news. In this modern era like currently, many ways to get information are available for you. From media
social including newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book, new and comic. You
can add your knowledge by that book. Are you ready to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just
seeking the Hard Latitudes when you needed it?
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